Jason stepped out of his apartment and carefully made his way down the staircase, El casting a faint light on the steps. The dachshund followed, silent save for the sound of claws scratching metal, and Jason's apartment door swung shut. 

When Jason reached the sidewalk, he was surprised to see a large black van parked alongside his complex's mailboxes. With the surrounding street lights out and El only projecting enough light for Jason to make out his footing, he couldn't identify the vehicle. Jason kept his head down and began walking down the block. He didn't want to run into any feds, be they his colleagues or not. He was carrying the book that had led Marin to Guantanamo Bay, and he didn't want to follow in her footsteps. 

"Lookie here, it's Meow-Meow," came a hauntingly familiar voice. Jason turned to see the van's crew door open, an imposing silhouette standing against the soft blue glow of computer displays.  

"P-Pablo," responded Jason, quickly hiding El behind his back as he smiled up at the LAW1 member.

"Come on in."

"I don't think I will," Jason said, legs shaking slightly. He hoped that his nervousness was not evident to Pablo, at the same time wondering how he could have been recognized.

"I think you have to," said Pablo, sounding worried. "Inspector's mad at you, meoooow."

"The Inspector? Haha... tell her I'll be back in two hours. I've got an appoi—"

"We know, meow," cut in Pablo. "You're meeting that 'Dorito George' at Pizza Hut."

"How—"

"Who the hell do you think we are?!" shouted Frog from the deep recesses of the van. Jason winced. He knew how he'd been recognized: LAW1 had been watching him.

"Cute that you would try to call your terrorist activities 'blog networking,' and I'll give you points for that, M1A0," said Pablo, dropping the meows and cutesy tone. "Shows that you're moving up in the world. Five months ago, you were just a dorky intern out of college with no credentials and a bad case of RSI. Now, you're LAW1's main target. Why don't you have a seat in our van?"

"I'm a terrorist now?" asked Jason, wishing that he could believe that Pablo was joking as usual.

"Get in here, or we'll call LAW3 on your ass. There should be a limit to how popular you want to be."

"Sorry, Pablo," Jason said, tightening his grip on the tome behind his back. "Sorry, Frog. But I'm not a terrorist. There should be a limit to how loosely you use words! I've done nothing."

"Well, this is interesting," remarked Pablo.

"I'll be back in two hours. I'll explain everything to you then, I promise. I'm going to Pizza Hut. You can watch me, you can monitor my conversation. Hell, send someone with me. But I need to meet Dorito George—he has information I need."

"Information, you say?" asked Frog, pushing past Pablo and leaping down to the sidewalk. "I'll accompany you."
